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In this paper the recording and design for a Virtual Reality Immersive Model of Armagh Observatory is presented, which will replicate the historic buildings and landscape with distant meridian markers and position of its principal historic instruments within a model of the night sky showing the position of bright stars. The virtual reality model can be used for educational purposes allowing the instruments within the historic building model to be manipulated within 3D space to demonstrate how the position measurements of stars were made in the 18th century. A description is given of current student and researchers activities concerning on-site recording and surveying and the virtual modelling of the buildings and landscape. This is followed by a design for a Virtual Reality Immersive Model of Armagh Observatory use game engine and virtual learning platforms and concepts.
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1. ARMAGH OBSERVATORY

The observatory at Armagh in Northern Ireland was founded in 1790 by the Church of Ireland Archbishop, Richard Robinson as part of his wider scheme to develop the fabric and institutions of the city following a prolonged period of strife and neglect. Conscious of the value of education, he envisaged that the Observatory would in due course form a part of a new university but, sadly, through a combination of unforeseen circumstances, including: his death in 1794, a time limit on his legacy, the 1798 rebellion and the subsequent Act of Union in 1801, his plans were never implemented. Nevertheless, the Observatory, as an early part of the scheme had already been incorporated by an Act of the Irish Parliament at the time of Robinson's death and consequently survived (Bennett, 1990).

2. LEARNING PROGRAMME

Students who are studying the module in Building Conservation in the Dublin Institute of Technology undertake the digital recording and 3D CAD modelling of a chosen historic structure and its environment each semester. The emphasis is on learning by doing so low cost accessible recording and modelling tools are used by the students. In the case of the Armagh Observatory the aim of the proposed project was to create a 3D computer based model of the observatory its instrument positions and the location of the meridian markers by building a virtual terrain model and virtual building model placed in the terrain. The final result as a full virtual model of the building and its markers can then be employed for simulating the instruments in their position in the observatory and earths meridian used to measure declination, the angle between the star and the celestial equator.
The range of tools that were chosen for recording and modelling was based on low cost and easy to use technologies. The recording tools consisted of total station, 3D Disto and GPS. The historic drawing was complimented with site measurements and the first models were built in 3D CAD. Initially a terrain model was built as the meridian markers are located some miles from the observatory. The position of the markers was located onto the terrain model. The observatory was constructed from the site surveys and historic drawings and was constructed using the principles of HBIM. Architectural objects are located onto the survey geometric framework to create the virtual building model.

3. STUDENT HISTORIC BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (HBIM) PROJECT OF ARMAGH

Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) is an extension of advanced 3D CAD Building Information Modelling for the physical and knowledge management and conservation of architectural heritage. HBIM involves the digital recording of historical buildings using remote sensing (laser scanning, digital photogrammetry) or combinations of digital surveying and manual techniques. The acquired survey data is then processed improving the data organisation and adding intelligence using BIM software platforms. Because of the difficulties in accurately representing the variety of complex and irregular objects occurring in historic buildings existing BIM libraries of parametric objects need to be rebuilt and coded. In addition as the building exists and is represented by a remotely sensed model, systems to map the intelligent library objects onto digital or other survey data were also developed (Fai et al. 2011; Murphy, McGovern & Pavia 2009; Dore & Murphy 2014). The following figures illustrate the modelling of the observatory from historic drawing and site surveys.

The initial images are 3D replications of the landscape incorporating the observatory and the meridian markers,

![Figure 3: Landscape Virtual Model](image1)

The model is extracted from Google Earth as a KMZ file a placemark file used by Google Earth. Keyhole Markup language Zipped (KMZ) is a compressed version of a KML (Keyhole Markup Language) file (Apolo Mapping). The KMZ files will open in Google Earth related products and must follow a conversion to insert in HBIM.

![Figure 4: Historic Building Information Model of Armagh Observatory](image2)

The model was constructed in Sketchup and ArchiCAD using the historic drawings and the site measurements taken to date.
The 3D model is made up from by combining 3D library objects which represent the architectural elements such as walls, floor, windows, roof and other building elements.

4. THE MERIDIAN MARKS

An essential requirement for the measurement of both celestial coordinates is the delineation of the meridian, that is the exact north-south line passing through the instrument. To keep the instruments accurately aligned to the meridian it was common practice to observe a point on the horizon at dusk which indicated the exact location of the meridian. If there was any error in the alignment of the instrument, it would be corrected before observations begun. The meridian was defined to about 1 second of arc accuracy, which is about the limit imposed by the accuracy of the instruments and the stability of the atmosphere. For checks during hours of darkness, when the meridian marks could not be seen, local illuminated marks were set up in the Observatory grounds.

There were three at Tullyard, close to Grange, north of the City, two at Corkley, near Darkley to the south, one at Ballyheridan south of the Palace and the other at an uncertain location in the Palace Demense. Details of their location, their approximate construction date, for which instrument they were used and the period of use, are given in Table 1. A short description of each meridian mark follows.

5. RECORDING MERIDIAN MARKERS USING GPS

The survey data was recorded in the WGS84 (ETRF89) geodetic coordinate system using a Trimble R10 GNSS receiver. The receiver was operated in Network Real-Time Kinematic mode, whereby the GNSS receiver is connected through a mobile connection to a network of fixed base stations (Trimble VRS system), which provides real-time corrections for major sources of errors.

Figure 5: The Meridian Mark at Tullyard for the Transit Instrument from the north-west.

Note the elliptical holes (subsequently blocked) which formed the first stage of alignment and the vertical slits for the second stage. Metal disks mounted on the pinnacles on the top of the arch provided the third stage.

The construction of accurate meridian marks was believed in the late 18th and early 19th centuries to be essential for precise measurement of stellar coordinates and individual surviving marks can be found for both Greenwich and Paris Observatories.

Armagh which has three surviving meridian markers the decline in the population of Ireland in the 19th century and the resultant lack of growth of the City of Armagh would be contributory factors in the survival of the marks here.

In total, there have, at some time or other, been meridian marks at seven different locations near Armagh. They are referred to here by the names of the townlands in which they were situated.

Figure 6: GPS measurements

An accuracy of a few centimetres has been typically reported for both planimetric and orthometric height measurements using this system in Ireland (e.g. Martin & McGovern 2012). Once all data was collected, it was exported from the data logger into a comma delimited format (csv) text file. To unify the coordinate systems with historical data, the GNSS data was converted to the Irish National Grid using the coordinate transformation software Grid InQuest, which is available on both Ordnance Survey Ireland and Ordnance Survey Northern Ireland websites (Figure 1).

Figure 7: Grid InQuest for coordinate system transformation

This contribution has been peer-reviewed.

The whole data is presented in Table 1. For the Meridian Room at the Observatory, measurements were taken from just outside the Meridian room, on each side of the room’s two windows, with the receiver positioned as close as possible along the meridian’s line. As an initial check, an additional measurement was also recorded over an Ordnance Benchmark (OBM) with known coordinates below the Troughton Dome.

Table 1: Survey data in WGS84 and Irish National Grid coordinates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member Name of Observatory</th>
<th>North Side</th>
<th>South Side</th>
<th>East Window (inside Meridian Dome)</th>
<th>West Window</th>
<th>O.T. Mark below the Troughton Dome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Measurements at Tullyards (Figure 2) and Ballyheridan (Figure 3) could only be observed at the base of the monument; in both cases, a measurement was taken on each side of the monument (i.e. South side and North side of the monument), on positions estimated as being as close as possible to the alignment of the meridian.

Figure 8: The Southern Meridian Mark for the Transit Instrument at Ballyheridan from the north-west. The stone base and the metal fiducial mark on top were renovated in 1999.

Virtual Reconstruction -Digital Photogrammetry
Most modern scanning systems are fitted with a CCD (charge-coupled device) digital camera and the image data that is captured can be used to colour the product of the laser scan survey data (the point cloud). Digital photogrammetry is based on hardware for data capture such as SLR digital cameras and thermal imagers or in some cases off-the-shelf cameras. The acquired data is then processed, fused and integrated using state-of-the-art photogrammetric and computer vision algorithms which are readily available with software platforms Autodesk Re-Cap and 123D-Catch, Agisoft Photoscan, Microsoft Photosynth, Micmac, Pix4D, etc. Geo-referencing Image-based approaches are gaining momentum because they are much more cost effective than laser-based or structured light scanning methods. In digital photogrammetry stereo images are captured with multiple camera positions, pixel matching is used to locate similar points on the images and ray tracing to locate the camera positions. The geometric calculation of intersecting rays of light and the base line distance between cameras provides sets of triangles. From the triangulation process a point cloud is produced, locating the xyz distance between cameras. The triangulation principle or bundle adjustments coordinates of multiple points on the object are measured in different images and are simultaneously used to calculate the 3D object coordinates by predicting the intersecting rays (Remondino et al. 2006;2011).

Figure 9: Photogrammetric Virtual Reconstruction of the Southern Meridian Mark in RECAP

6. NEXT PHASE – VIRTUAL REPRESENTATION OF OBSERVATORY INSTRUMENTS

In common with other observatories at this time, its principal activity for the next 90 years was the measurement of the positions of stars and planets. The Instruments and Clocks employed at Armagh Observatory The measurements of the celestial coordinates, right ascension and declination, were usually, in the late 18th century, made separately with two different instruments. Declination, the angle between the star and the celestial equator was commonly determined with a quadrant set up to observe in the meridian. In practice, however, rather than measure the declination directly, it was normal to measure the zenith distance and convert to North Polar Distance, the converse of declination. As techniques developed
in the 18th century, larger, more accurate and less portable instruments were designed and, for stability and protection from the elements, they were placed in specially constructed buildings. One such improvement was the Mural Circle, an instrument that was fastened to a wall exactly in the north-south plane. Examples are to be seen at Greenwich, Oxford and many other observatories including Armagh.

![Figure 10: The Jones Mural Circle at Armagh Observatory in its original configuration](image)

The other coordinate that astronomers needed to measure was the celestial longitude or right ascension. In principle, all that was required was to time the transit of the object (star, Sun or planet) as it crossed the meridian using an accurately mounted telescope and a reliable clock. As the star crossed the meridian in the telescope (marked with a crosswire), the exact time was noted, usually to a precision of about one tenth of a second. This was accomplished by interpolating between the ticks of a clock rated to sidereal time which was placed nearby.

![Figure 11: The Troughton Equatorial Telescope](image)

**7. BUILDING OBSERVATORY INSTRUMENTS AS VIRTUAL LEARNING OBJECTS (VLO)**

The aim of this proposal is to create an open access Virtual Reality Immersive Model of Armagh Observatory replicating the historic buildings and the earth and celestial landscape with distant meridian markers and position of its principal historic instruments within a model of the night sky showing the position of bright stars. The virtual reality model can be used for educational purposes allowing the instruments within the historic building model to be manipulated within 3D space to demonstrate how the position measurements of stars were made in the 18th century. It is intended to reconstruct the observatory instruments as Virtual Learning Objects which means that students and public can interact with the virtual replication of the historic instruments, buildings and landscape.

![Figure 12: Observatory Plan Showing Location of Meridian](image)

![Figure 13: Virtual Reconstruction of Armagh](image)
Similar to object orientated programming, Learning Objects (LO) exist as elements or entities in digital format and can be reused as content in WEB based learning environments. The main computing elements are metadata standards and system specifications such as levels of scale, level of detail of data and cross platform interoperability. The types of digital resource that can be reused to support learning include images or photos, live data feeds, live or pre-recorded video or audio snippets, text, animations, and web-delivered applications such as a Java applet, a blog, or a web page combining text, images and other media (Wiley, 2000). Learning Objects (LO) as knowledge based object are self-contained and reusable and described by their meta-tags which include their history, meaning, quality and destination. LO elements are units which make up the content and the LO can be singular or a combination of elements. Interactivity allows the LO by the action of a user to refer to other internal or external elements (Cohen and Nyce, 2006; Convertini and M. Scalera 2006; Buzzetto-More and Pinhey, 2006). The IEEE Learning Object Metadata Standard (IEE) specifies the syntax and semantics of learning object metadata describing levels of detail (aggregation) and learning resource types. The aggregation detail ranges from the smallest elements (raw media data or fragments) to secondly a collection of elements for a lesson, thirdly a collection of lessons or modules for a course and finally a set of courses that lead to a qualification.

8.A PROPOSAL FOR A HISTORIC VIRTUAL REALITY EDUCATIONAL IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE

Game engines can be applied to make two major contributions to architectural conservation: they can allow a low-cost method of making an HBIM model more easily accessible to actors in the building industry; and they can be used for educational purposes to facilitate dissemination of knowledge of cultural heritage, particularly in museological applications. With regards to the first application, BIM software while being incredibly useful as a database of all information pertinent to a building, requires highly trained technicians in order to manage the information in a practical way. This becomes a detriment when considering that insights produced from analysis of a sophisticated BIM model are not easily accessible to all actors in the building industry. Exporting a BIM model into a game engine allows for a packaging of BIM data that can be used in a simplified and more intuitive manner, as has been explored by Edwards, Li, and Wang. Indeed, it is the nature of interactive videogame applications to be intuitive to the user quickly upon assuming controls. A packaged ‘game file’ is designed to execute in a standalone fashion, requiring no additional proprietary software installed on the end-users computer system. Various novel applications of this method are underway, notably using the BIM model of a new hospital design to train staff to conduct procedures in a new hospital layout. Further investigation into IFC file compatibility may lead to greater efficiency of the workflow between BIM software and game engines. Current mainstream industry packages include Unity3D and the Unreal Engine which allow for highly developed workflows and community support, but recent game engine software like Autodesk’s Stingray package hold promise for greater interoperability of IFC files. With regards to educational applications, game engines can give public access to information that is usually restricted specialists as argued by Yan and Liu. Places and objects that are normally kept behind locked doors and glass cases for necessities of conservation, can have virtual models produced which allow for spaces to be experienced, and even objects to be touched and handled. In essence, museological applications of game engines have the potential to do away with the unfortunate condition of ‘do not touch’.

Finally, with regards to both building and museological applications, the nature of videogame engines are scalable and multiplatform, meaning that historical artifacts can potentially be viewed on a variety of systems with different performance capabilities, from tablets to sophisticated virtual reality workstations (Hilfert and König, 2016; Edwards and Bin Wang 2015; Merschbrock, Lassen, and Tollines2014; Yan, and Liu, 2007).

If Historic Building Information Modelling (BIM) is incorporated into the design for Virtual learning in building conservation, it offers a very different experience from classroom-based learning. In the case of this project the final objective is to create a Web based HBIM which will be accessible from desktop personal computers, laptops and hand held devices, to enable individual and group based student learning. The learning software will simulate realistic case study scenarios based on site surveys of the historic construction.
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